Learning About Social Justice, Activism,
and Important Historical Events
Through the Literature of Nic Stone
A gift from the students at Great Neck North Middle School

Advocate Collages:
Some of our students researched an advocate of their
choosing and then created a collage representing that
person’s work, accomplishments, and philosophy.

Activist Letters:
After completing their read of Dear Martin, some 8th grade
students researched an activist of their choosing and then
wrote that person a letter in Dear Martin style.

April 5, 2022

narratives. Your desire to search for the truth in black folklore, traveling across the South and
throughout the Carribeans, the connections you’ve made through your discoveries of the past and

Dear Zora Neale Hurston,

present, are truly a narrative of creation and sophistication.

At whatever occasion you may be reading this, I hope this letter finds you well. As I feel deeply

Their Eyes Were Watching God, perhaps the most notable of your literary works, has captured the

privileged by the opportunity to introduce myself to you, I will begin with informing you that my name

sensual characteristics of love and culture. Through your representation of the folkloric nature in your

is Haruka, and I am a 14 year old living in Great Neck, New York. Born in Japan and eventually

unique writing style, I’ve come to understand the ways in which you’ve involved yourself and your

encountering the ways of America, I’ve come to recollect the ways in which the changes have shaped

personal roots into the evolution of your fictional characters, the blossoming of your groundbreaking

my outlook on life and my surroundings. I felt an importance in informing you this as I recognize the

writing formed through the character of your identity.

writing style you led on, successfully combining the standard English and Black vernacular throughout
your works. Through your moving literary works, I’ve been able to recognize the ways in which you

The numerous works you’ve produced have paved a way for a person like me, young and still trying to

incorporate the backgrounds of your life and the experiences of life to lead the advocacy for important

make sense of the present, to deepen the reflections of myself, my identity - to create art. Your literary

movements such as the Harlem Nego movement of the 1920s.

works have truly helped to deepen the meaning of a racial inequity, how to identify and fight for the
issues in our reality, instead of carrying on with the obscure illusions created by others of society.

Throughout what seems like a long, but seemingly short life I’ve lived of 14 years, I’ve at times felt in
need of additional guidance through difficult times of my life. I write to you, Ms. Hurston, as I’ve grown

As I end of this letter to you, I take a moment to appreciate the endurance you held within yourself, to

to become captivated by how much influence a work of literacy can do to someone. As I am not a

open the ways of diverse literature, showing the rawness of your identity through your narratives, and

significantly outspoken person, I find you a great influence as your use of literature have opened the

illustrating the brutality of racial injustice in America, all while the complexity and hatred of society was

reality of the racially unjust life of the American South in the early 20th century. In the midst of a still

faced against you throughout much of your life. As also with your ambitions to collect the truths of

complicated American country, I feel an importance in being able to depict the reality of our societal

black folklore, you’ve truly inspired me and the future generations to understand the value of identity

state and make sense of the changes needed in order to improve the different troubling aspects of

and to be proud of it. Thank you, truly, for all you’ve done.

society. The ways in which I, myself, can bring something of value to the world, and follow through with
the changes I desire in our society, even if it is something so very small.

Sincerely,
Haruka

Pride and its beauty you held within the deepest of your character, was something I was truly inspired
by. The pride of your culture, your race, your identity, I believe all mirror the successes of your truthful

In honor of Zora Neale Hurston, novelist, anthropologist, and civil rights activist, 1891-1960.

April 6, 2022

personal struggles along with the racial struggles that the blacks were facing in the
United States.

Dear Langston Hughes,
I admire how you tell your readers not to give up because change will come. I know you
My name is Selena and I am an 8th grade student at North Middle School. I am writing

faced family struggles including your father not being able to accept your sexuality. I'm

to you due to my admiration for your works of poetry and your important role during

sorry you were not able to be who you truly felt like you were. But even with these

the Harlem Renaissance. The writings you create depict the Harlem renaissance, the

obstacles in your way, you achieved many accomplishments, winning several major

Great Depression, the McCarthy era, and the Civil Rights Movement. Your

literary awards for your poems, plays, short stories, and novels. You believed in the

perseverance through the hard times of racial injustice inspire me and I wonder how

worthiness of all Black people to appear in art, no matter their social status. I, as well as

you do it.

many others, admire you for promoting equality, and condemning racial injustice
during a time when it was needed most. Your philosophy still lives and carries on today.

I know you wrote many novels, short stories, essays, and plays about African American
equality. I also admire how you heavily promoted African American heritage and

One day I hope to be as strong as you are, and learn to overcome, and address any

culture in your work. Along with that, I am inspired by the honesty and realisticity you

problems or injustices that I come to face. Your work truly inspires me to have hope in

incorporate into your writing. I’m aware that because of your relisticity, many black

the future, and never give up.

intellectuals criticized you. I question how you continue to find the positive sides even
when the entire world is against you.

Sincerely,
Selena

In one of your poems “I Too”, I find it very heartfelt from the way you are speaking
from the soul around racism. It is expressed in your writing that you just want to feel
equal. In another one of your poems, “Harlem”, you ask, “What happens to a dream
deferred?”. This inspires me to never give up or stop trying. You also faced many

In honor of Langston Hughes, writer, poet, and equality activist, 1901-1967.

April 4, 2022

where I am, since we haven’t been able to help much around the world, especially in current
events. As I am writing this, a war is unfolding (well, it has already started) between Russia and

Dear Nelson Mandela,

Ukraine; my family has never been fond of Russia’s president, as my mother was born there. My
other family members are also aware of how bad the situation is in Europe as well. On one hand,

Nelson, I will be heavily blunt: I do not believe that you will like our world now. Of course, I am

I do not think that we are helping enough; however, I feel as if too much support for one side will

sure that it was much worse when you were alive. Earth is much more modern; however, it is

cause another world war, and I want to avoid that possibility as much as possible. I am in a

hard to ignore the hatred instilled in everyone since the COVID-19 pandemic. I am writing to you

particular struggle that I feel that you would understand, Nelson, being you advocated for civil

simply to seek advice, and that is all, though I wish I could share it with the world; I am just a

rights not only in South Africa, but around the world. I appreciate that you cared so much for the

middle school student, however, so I don’t think that many people will listen, no matter how

rights of other people, since this kind of compassion is what we so desperately need now. I hope

many books are published where the tables are turned. It seems a bit discouraging to see how

that by the time I have finished writing the letter, you will have gotten the message I want to

many people have been affected by racism and prejudice, and not being able to help those

spread.

people. I also feel invasive whenever I ask anyone for help, or asking anyone if they need help
I know I can’t hope for things that are unlikely to happen, but I hope that maybe the situation will
I am sure you must be wondering who I am; I feel guilty for not introducing myself earlier. My

come to an end. In any case, I hope your wisdom will eventually come to light; I won’t promise

name is Nina, and, as stated, I am a middle school student, currently in the eighth grade. There

that I will be able to speak up about my opinions, but I will work on myself more. I will write to

are other things about me that I would normally state in other circumstances, but I wouldn’t

you again the next chance I get. Maybe I will be able to experience your humor first hand!

want to cause you any disrespect, since you have achieved much during your time here. I am sad
to say that I only found out about you just recently. For that I am extremely sorry. I do think that

Sincerely,

many people will benefit from your wisdom that you shared, but, unfortunately, many are

Nina

ignorant. I hope that writing this letter may help me find salvation of some sort.
In honor of Nelson Mandela, president of South Africa and civil rights activist, 1918-2013.
While researching you, I found that you won a Nobel Peace Prize during your journey to end
apartheid, which is a policy I’m sure you have been familiar with since you have been born. I
believe that this is a wonderful thing you accomplished, and hopefully it will help inspire me to
speak out against injustice as well, if I ever make the decision to do so. It seems a bit unfair

April 4, 2022
Dear Stevie Wonder,

your recognition for your compassionate efforts, including the United States President’s Committee on
Employment of People with Disabilities, the Children's Diabetes Foundation, Junior Blind of America,
and many more. It’s outstanding how sympathetic you have been, especially helping people with

I’ll start off by introducing myself. My name is Avia and I’m an 8th grade student from Great Neck, New York.

disabilities similar to your own. To add on, with your annual House Full of Toys concert you have

This year in English class I have learned a lot about social justice and read about different people who have

donated toys for so many children and have helped families who are in need so much. I also think it’s

advocated to make a difference in our world. Amongst these people, you have stood out to me the most!

very thoughtful of you to hold charities to raise money, and pitch in your own earnings for blind people,

There are many factors that make things unfair and put disabled people at disadvantages. I find it amazing

including for the Royal National Institute of Blind People. I love how you support countless different

how much you have done in an attempt to help these people receive equal treatment.

foundations including organizations for people in hunger, for Parkinson’s research, and tons of more
important causes. Your generosity really came through when you donated net proceeds from your song

The reason why I chose to write to you is because I want to know more about what changes you aspire to

to help those who were terribly harmed from Hurricane Katrina. You have clearly already done so much

make in the world to help many people who deal with disabilities. I find it quite upsetting that so much of our

for millions of people and I can’t wait to see what more you will accomplish in the future.

population suffers from various disabilities and there’s not enough being done to support these people. It’s
unfair that people with disabilities aren’t treated the same as anyone else. I believe that these people all
deserve to be treated as well as anyone else and no different than any other ordinary person. In addition, it’s
great how you express your advocacy through your music and spread the message within the lyrics in your
songs. I can also empathize with you and other people who are blind because my grandmother is blind as well
and I can tell how hard it is when you constantly need help from others to do daily things. I hope that soon
new steps will be taken around the world to make the lives of those with disabilities and other issues easier.
What things can we all do to help?

Stevie, I admire the fact that you use your voice and connection to the public to make the world a
better place, especially for those who are less fortunate than others. Within your music you have
spread a loving and inspiring message to many people. By seeing all that you have done, and more that
you plan to do, I’m truly inspired to help make a change in the world around me too! You have also
inspired me to follow my dreams and to not give up on what I want to do in life. I will make sure to be
more mindful and helpful when I’m ever in a scenario where I’m interacting with a blind, or any
disabled person, including my grandmother. I will support those who are dealing with different issues

Stevie, you truly appear to the world to be an incredibly successful person. Not only for your Grammy Awards,

and do whatever I can to be there for them. Thank you for all that you have done for the world.

but also for all the achievements you’ve made to advocate for others. Being designated as the United Nations
Messengers of Peace with your focus on disabilities must have been something you’re really proud of! You

Sincerely,

have really inspired so many of us young people. You’ve made us consider what we can possibly

Avia

accomplish in life. The fact that you held a campaign to make Martin Luther King Day a national holiday
in the United States really brings out your heroism. Civil rights are something that affects so many
people in our country and it’s great to see your support. I would also like to mention

Dedicated to Stevie Wonder, singer-songwriter, musician, and civil rights activist.

April 4, 2022

In sixth grade, I remember sitting in my English class writing an assignment about you. I read
that your father was a teacher and owned a school. Is that why you’re so passionate about

Dear Malala Yousafzai,

girls' education? Did you always feel that way when you were younger? You were only 11
when you started to raise your voice. I’m 13 now and still can’t imagine being so brave. I find

Hi Malala. Before I explain why I’ve decided to write to you, I want to introduce myself. My

it so unfair how you, not even a teenager, was shot while going on a school bus. It just

name is Ava and I'm in 8th grade. I’m a 13 year old girl who is surrounded by many women

shows we live in an unfair society. It shows women are still not seen as equal and I feel like

who I look up to. I have four sisters and I’m mainly inspired by my older three. My older

we should change that.

sisters are in college and seem to be way different from me. It just shows how 6 years or so
of education can really pay off. And of course since you’re older than me, you definitely

What gave you the courage to keep fighting? Why didn't you just quit? The fact that you

have been through a lot and gained a lot of education too.

kept going on with your dreams made me feel like I shouldn't quit on my beliefs too. I
always think that my ideas or dreams in life will never take me anywhere. That they’ll just be

Malala, the reason why I decided to write to you is because I feel inspired and motivated by

useless in the end. That was not the case for you. I mean Malala, look at how successful you

you. Women have come so far through the past years and you are a part of it. I know that I

got! Your efforts in fighting for girls' education let you get a bachelor's degree in philosophy,

can’t directly relate to you. I grew up with a good amount of education and really never had

politics, and economics at Oxford University.

to worry about not receiving any education. But I realize that you didn't get the privilege of
feeling safe and getting a good education. I notice that it's not only just you and women

Malala, you continue to prove that women are able to accomplish anything and that hard

from where you lived but it's also many other women from all over the world too. This

work and good education can really pay off. You inspire me to continue to work and I will

realization made me want to use my privilege wisely and feel proud about being a woman. I

attempt to be the best version of myself that I can be. I will keep your hard work in my mind

need help in trying to put my education and privilege to good use.

and hope that I can be as successful as you one day.

As a young girl in elementary school, I remember seeing your book I am Malala in all my

Sincerely,

classrooms. I read your book and it made me realize how much bravery you have. I read

Ava

that you got shot for trying to fight for women's education. When I read that, I really
thought you would’ve given up. I was shocked to find that you didn't.

Dedicated to Malala Yousafzai, Nobel Peace Prize laureate and Pakistani activist.

March 28, 2022

stuck to your ideals/slogan, all while being relentless in working your way up and being
acknowledged. After white men were always chosen before you, you argued until you got the

Dear Shirley Chisholm,

position you wanted in the Veterans’ Affairs Committee, trying to give more rights and
opportunities to black people. You also inspired many people while speaking on college

My name is Juliana and I’m writing to you from Great Neck North Middle School. The reason I’m

campuses about your anti-war ideas and women's liberation.

writing this letter to you is because I am curious and inspired by everything you did in your
time. You have definitely made a big impact on society with your fight against racism and

You also became a founding member of the National Organization for Women and the Black

sexism, and I want to know how you managed to achieve everything you did.

Congressional Cause, influencing many people through your acts and speeches. Even your
failures, although seemingly disappointing at the time, were still a big step for society. Being the

One of the first things I learned while researching you was that you were a child to immigrant
parents and were raised by your grandma in Britain to escape the Great Depression. What
made you want to become a political leader of America if you spent a big part of your life in

first black woman to run for president proved to the world that they don’t need to be held back
by stereotypes and that they can be anything they want. Although you lost, you showed
everyone what was possible through trying.

Britain? As a child of two immigrants myself, I would like to know how heavily that impacted
your life and if it influenced your career choices. You moved back to America to go to Brooklyn

Overall, your work has heavily impacted society and inspired me as well. I hope that when you

College and then became a teacher. What caused you to become a teacher instead of diving

were in retirement, you looked back in satisfaction with what you have accomplished, and not

headfirst into politics after school?

disappointment in what more you could have done.

When you did get deeper into politics, you were soon elected to the New York State Assembly

All the best,

in 1964. Your work introducing new bills to help women, domestic workers, and poor students

Juliana

unable to afford school was revolutionary and still has impacted society today, although things
aren’t perfect yet. When you were the first black woman to win an election into the House of
Representatives, you influenced many people, especially with your inspiring slogan, “Unbought
and Unbossed.” As I was reading about you, your slogan popped up everywhere and seemed to
be the very being of your personality. Even after becoming a junior member of congress, you

In honor of Shirley Chisholm, politician, civil rights and gender equality activist, 1924-2005.

March 28, 2022

that confidence and determination to take down Germany in the Olympics, even when
Hitler could have done some harsh things to you for “Germany’s benefit”.

Dear Jesse Owens,
Even after your track career, you continued to play a big part in the community, giving many
Let me start off by introducing myself. I’m Liana, an eighth grader who is a student athlete,

speeches about playing fairly, living a good life with a clean record, and being proud of the

and aspires to play division one softball, plus possibly professional softball. If not, I’d like to

U.S.. You worked with children, helping the next generation, and were insistent on the idea

be a journalist or reporter for the New York Mets.

that competing in athletic events would help solve any racial or political issues. One part of
being an athlete is also being a good person off the field. Not being controversial, and

This is why I’m writing to you. You are a well known athlete who overcame adversity in

contributing to society in a positive way shapes an athlete almost as much as talent. You

more ways than one. The fact that you wanted to go to Berlin on the verge of the Second

had all of these features, and I hope to have them too.

World War, just so you could prove Hitler wrong, is astonishing. I want to know how you
deal with that adversity. Wasn’t being in Nazi Germany nerve-racking, especially

A lot of athletes can crack under the pressure of things like this, or sometimes fade away

considering that you’re African American? Did you doubt yourself? Did you feel like an

after a career, becoming nothing but a note in a long history of Olympians, athletes, and in

outcast throughout your career? Although I didn’t, and probably (and hopefully since the

your case, African Americans. However, that wasn’t the case for you. Throughout your life,

last thing I want is another Holocaust along with an anti-semitic, cruel government) will not

you were resilient, brave, and strong, in more ways than one. I’d love to hear how you did it,

ever have the experiences you do, I definitely feel like an outcast at times.

since I could take that advice to heart and implement it into my own life. Anyways, that is all
I have for now.

You accomplished so much during your life. You overcame adversity by being an African
American track star at a time where there was so much discrimination in the world. You set
three world records at one college meet, not including the one in which you tied the

Until next time,
Liana

current world record. When the United States wanted to pull out of the 1936 Olympics in
Berlin, Germany, you told them not to so you could prove Adolf Hitler’s belief of Aryan
superiority wrong, which you did. You ended up winning four gold medals at that game,
embarrassing Hitler so much, he refused to shake your hand. It amazes me how you had

In honor of Jesse Owens, Olympian and civil rights activist, 1913-1980.

State Posters:
After completing their read of Clean Getaway, some of our
students took a closer look at the settings in the novel and
created posters highlighting important historical events.

Thank you, Nic Stone!
Your literature has helped to shape our perception of
ourselves and the world around us. We look forward to
becoming advocates for the causes that mean the most to us.

